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1. Letter from EB: 

  

Greetings Delegates and welcome to this year’s Joint Crisis Cabinet! We cannot 

wait to have you and conduct what promises to be three days of thrilling, 

chaotic and exceptional debate. 

This time the agenda set is one that's quite special to us, along with it being an 

important part of the world’s history. The Indo-Pak War of ‘71 saw various 

influential leaders and officials fighting for what they believed in while 

upholding their country’s pride and integrity and honouring those who 

sacrificed their lives for it. We advise you to try and emulate the true nature of 

your portfolios and act in accordance with your objectives, understand the true 

nature of the power you wield in committee and perform to the best of your 

abilities. 

That being said, the EB is here to assist you in any way possible so feel free to 

reach out to us, before or during the committee. Crisis committees are 

something we have a lot of fun with and we shall make sure you delegates will 

do too. 

 Just remember- Everything is up to you delegates, you can change the course of 

history for the better or the worse, so tread with caution. Best of luck! 

 

 

Kahaan Doshi                 Nandika H.                      Kabir Kapoor 

              (Chair)                    (Chair)                    (Chair) 
 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 



 

2. Background Information 

 

The Third Indo-Pakistani War of 1971 was a military confrontation between 

India and Pakistan that took place from 3rd December 1971 to 16th December 

1971.The war was triggered by the Bangladesh Liberation War, a conflict 

between West and East Pakistan. 

  

 In the 1950s and 1960s, Pakistan was run undemocratically by a military-

bureaucratic oligarchy dominated by West Pakistan. The Pakistani ruling elite 

controlled by the military elite subjugated the Bengalis politically, culturally 

and economically and therefore the disillusionment within the new nation was 

not surprising. In the first-ever national Parliamentary elections held in 1970 

based on a one man-one vote basis, the Bengali nationalist forces led by Sheikh 

Mujibur Rahman won by a landslide and his party, the Awami League became 

the majority party in the whole of Pakistan. 

  

However, West Pakistan bureaucrats were unwilling to let their state be ruled by 

a leader from East Pakistan, especially one with liberalistic outlook. The 

military’s elite refused to secede the premiership of Pakistan to Sheikh Mujbir 

Rahman. In retaliation the Awami league called for general strikes throughout 

the country that eventually shutdown the governments. 

  

After several days of mass arrests to calm dissidence in the form of worker 

strikes and public protests, on 27th March 1971, Prime Minister Indira Gandhi 

expressed her support for the self-determination of East Pakistan, and opened 

India’s borders to refugees. This reaction from the Indian leadership created 

hostilities between India and Pakistan over the months that followed. 
 

 

 

 



 

3. Timeline 

 

What follows is a brief timeline of events that led to the escalation of conflict 

and declaration of war. 

  

March 1971: 

·       300 Biharis loyal to West Pakistan are slaughtered by Bengali mobs in 

Chittagong. 

·       Pakistani government uses this as a reason for the deployment of military forces 

in East Pakistan. 

·       Mass arrests of dissidents began, and soon after the military cracked down on 

Dhaka on the night of March 25. This brutal armed operation was termed 

Operation Searchlight. 

·       The government outlawed the Awami league and arrested Mujibir Rahman, 

·       On 26 March, Major Ziaur Rahman of Pakistan army declared the independence 

of Bangladesh on behalf of Sheikh Mujbir Rahman. 

  

April 1971: 

  

·       On 2nd April, one of the most brutal genocidal executions took place called the 

Jinijra Massacre. The massacre continued for 9 hours and took more than a 

thousand lives of men, women and children equally. 

·       India appealed to the international community for assistance, but failed to elicit 

any response despite several foreign ministry visits. 

·       Pakistan continued its massacre of intellectual and political members 

sympathetic to the idea of Bangladesh and thereby continued to force millions 

of refugees into Eastern India. 



·       By this point Indira Gandhi had concluded that going to war with Pakistan 

would be more economical than continuing the intake of refugees. She asked 

Army Chief General Sam Manekshaw whether India was ready to go to war 

with Pakistan. He refused, and said he would assure victory if he was allowed to 

prepare for the war, and to set his own date. Gandhi agreed to his conditions. 

  

May 1971 

  

·       India officially made contact with the Mukti Bahini. The Indian army overtook 

the responsibility of training, equipping and providing logistical support to the 

Mukti Bahini. 

·       The operation was sanctioned by Army Chief General Sam Manekshaw  and 

overseen by Lieutenant General Jagjit Singh Arora. 

  

July 1971 

  

·       Henry Kissinger made secret trips to China which were arranged through 

Pakistan’s diplomatic channels, paving the way for a political alliance. 

  

August 1971 

·   On August 9, 1971, the Indo-Soviet Treaty of Peace, Friendship and 

Cooperation was signed by Swaran Singh and Andrei Gromkyo. 

  

November 1971 

  

·      Soviet Union warns Pakistan against any conflict with India, yet Yahya Khan 

refuses to yield. 

·      People march in the streets of Lahore and across Pakistan, with chants of     

Crush India’ 

·      Tension between India and Pakistan was at an all-time high and a military 

conflict seemed inevitable 



·      Indian Army penetrated the eastern front and set-up camp with the Bengali 

Nationalists and the Mukti Bahini 

  

 
 

December 1971 

  

3rd December: The Pakistani forces launched a pre-emptive air strike on 11 

Indian Air Force bases in the West, including Agra. This operation was termed 

Operation Chengiz Khan. 

  

India retaliated with initial air strikes that very night which turned into massive 

retaliatory strikes by the next morning 

  

4th December:  In the death of the night, India launched Operation Trident, 

wherein it launched a surprise attacked the port of Karachi, destroying PNS 

Khaibar, PNS Muhafiz and damaging PNS Shah Jahan, while 720 sailors were 

wounded or killed. Furthermore, Pakistan lost reserve fuel and commercial 

ships. 

  

5th December: When Pakistan’s defeat in the Eastern sector seemed certain, 

Nixon deployed Task Force 47, led by the USS Enterprise. At the same time the 

Soviet Union dispatched destroyers to counter the Task Force sent by Nixon. 

  

6th December: Indira Gandhi formally recognized Bangladesh as an 

independent nation. 

  

All further developments in reality are to be disregarded. From here onwards, 

all updates will be given in committee. We will be writing our own history.  

  

  



  

  

 

 

4.  Portfolio Guide: 
 

This CCC provides the opportunity to represent a person, rather than a country. 

While countries have their own motivations, people or portfolios have different 

types of individualized needs. They run the gamut from wanting to gain power 

of their own to exercising their power and are different for each person you 

could represent. 
 

When representing various positions and ministers in committee, a large 

emphasis is placed on portfolio powers. Portfolio powers are when you use your 

character’s governmental position or job description to move forward in the 

committee.  
 

An example of this would be a Minister of Defence mobilizing troops or a 

Minister for Science & Technology commissioning new types of research. 

However, the positions represented in crisis committees have an entirely 

different set of motivations outside of their job, and they have an entirely 

different set of connections that are not related to their ministry or career. 

Personal powers are the actions your character can take and the influence it can 

wield outside of your committee’s more traditional, governmental structure.  
 

Personal powers are also key as they offer another way to use character 

motivation — why your character is acting a certain way, or in this case, 

advocating for certain positions in committee — to help achieve your position’s 

goals. Personal powers allow you to expand the set of actions your character can 

take to help increase their power and achieve their aims. 
 

Above all, be creative! Think outside the thinly-drawn box of mobilizing troops 

and sending spies. 
 

Be sensible. Pick and choose your actions carefully for maximum impact, and 

before you send each crisis note in, ask yourself: “is this something my chair is 

likely to approve of?” Think about how your notes relate to the overall arc of 

the committee and their purpose in both the short and the long term, and for the 

most part, keep everything relevant. 
 

 



 

 

 

5. Crisis Guide: 

  

CRISIS: This begins with a Crisis Update, provided by the Executive 

Board, which freezes time in committee and subsequently gives delegates 

the opportunity to discuss the crisis and put forth crisis-paperwork to 

move forward and solve the crisis. 

  

Crisis allows delegates to take control of committee as they can use their 

creative and critical thinking skills to put forward actions which, when 

ratified by the EB, result in changes in updated/new Crisis-updates, where 

the Executive Board evaluates the consequences of actions taken by 

delegates and provides the committee with a briefing as to if their action 

was successful/not in solving the crisis and what comes next. 

  

This is one of the few aspects of Crisis committees that make them 

challenging, however, us Chairs are here to support you if you have any 

issues with this balance. 
 

·        SSL- In Crisis we shall have the Special Speakers List instead of 

the General Speakers List, the premise being the same. Former 

yields and rules apply here as well. 
 

·        Points and Motions- The major difference between crisis and 

normal RoP is paperwork, hence points and motions remain the 

same as they were in UNA/USA. 

 

 

 

.    The accepted sources of documentation for all committees, organs       

and special simulations of the United Nations are: Reuters, Amnesty 

International, United Nation Resolutions and Reports, State Issued 

Reports and Documents and any such source as approved by the 

Executive Board. 

     



 

 
 

 PAPERWORK: 

 

  Press Releases- A press release is an unratified statement that is read out in 

committee and does not have to be true. They are mostly made for 

misinformation purposes, as delegates can deceive the committee by lying 

through press releases. 

  

Example of Press Release 
 

From USA: 

Type: Press Release 

These statements are to be broadcasted in session held by the 

White House Secretary at 12 A.M. and to be aired on national 

television: “On 03:28 last night, American soldiers in Iraq were 

able to locate and retrieve Khodair al-Khozaei. After a successful 

mission, he is now safely on his way home.” 

 

 Communiques- Individual Communique is any action one wants to take by 

himself/herself. This is a way for you to take action to change the situation of 

the crisis. An Overt Communique is read out to committee if ratified and a 

Covert Communique is acknowledged in the form of a message from the EB if 

ratified. Delegates can only write things that are under their nation’s purview 

and things that are possible to a realistic extent. For example, the delegate of 

Pakistan cannot mobilize 10,000 Chinese troops however, the delegate of 

Pakistan can mobilize 10,000 Pakistani troops. Ensure when sending 

communiques that your nation has the capability to take these actions otherwise 

it will not be ratified by the EB. 

  

 

Example of Individual Communique 
 

From: Prussia 

Type: Individual Communique (Covert) 

1)The Kingdom of Prussia will move its troops into every province 

throughout the region and will be on high alert. Every province 



will have a minimum of 2000 troops that will be ready to fight any 

insurgencies. 

2) The Kingdom of Prussia will keep the Russian traitor under 

strong surveillance and will not be releasing the traitor. 

3) A diplomat will be sent to Abel Douay to inform them that we 

are going to keep the Russian traitor in captivity until their forces 

leave the Königsberg border. 

  

Joint Communique (Covert or Overt)- It is essentially the same as an individual 

communique, except more than one delegate can sign it. To submit a Joint 

Communique the delegates involved must confirm their approval of the 

paperwork. The benefit of using this is that you can use the combined resources 

of all your nations instead of just one, making this far more effective. 

  

Example of a Joint Communique 
 

From: UK and Portugal 

Type: Joint Communique (Covert) 

1) Transport a legion of the SAS British special forces to Portugal 

consisting of 8 members selected by British Intelligence on a 

mission to orchestrate the assassinations of key members of the 

Church. 

2) Have members of the Portuguese military create access for the 

British to reach the Royal Palace. 

3) Transport the SAS back via row-boats located east of the Douro 

River with the Portuguese opening up the naval path for the same. 
 

 

 Crisis Notes- This is a request in the form of a letter to an authority figure to do 

something. The format and the jurisdiction of a crisis note are a little different. 

The reason this is used is that sometimes you may not have full authority to take 

a certain action so you request someone else to take that action. These are 

written to entities outside of the committee. This makes sessions a lot more 

interesting considering this is your only means of communicating with delegates 

from the other cabinet unless there is a joint session. 

  

 

 

Example of a Crisis Note 

 



From: UK 

Type: Crisis Note 

To: The Esteemed President of Lithuania 

Your excellency, Gitanas Nausėda, I am writing to you with the 

hopes that your nation will allow British troops to move through 

Lithuania to flank our enemies in Latvia. I hope that this is a good 

step forward to strengthen our bilateral relationship and become 

strategic allies. More details will follow. 
 

 

 Directives- A Directive is a document that is passed by the committee as a 

whole. A directive is like a working paper or draft resolution, meaning it has all 

the solutions to solve the crisis and is the most formal of all crisis paperwork 

documents. A directive has authors and co-authors and is presented to the 

committee and then voted upon.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

Good Luck, Godspeed, and May the Force be With You 

  

 


